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Day 1 - Tuesday 14 June 2022
Time (EDT) Speaker Topic
10:00-10:15 Liguo Wang (BNL) Introduction to LBMS
10:15-11:00 David DeRosier 

(Brandeis)

The evolution, deficiencies, and promise of cryo-electron 
microscopy

11:00-12:30 Chen Xu (Umess) Introduction to electron microscopes and cameras
12:30-13:30 Lunch break
13:30-14:30 Tamir Gonen (UCLA) MicroED: theory, application and available software
14:30-15:30 Liguo Wang (BNL) Introduction to negative staining and cryo-electron microscopy
15:30-15:40 Coffee break
15:40-17:00 Guobin Hu (BNL) Single-particle sample preparation tutorial and demonstration 

(negative staining and cryogenic vitrification)

Day 2 - Wednesday 15 June 2022
Time (EDT) Speaker Topic
10:00-11:30 Gabriel Lander 

(Scripps) EM image formation and single particle reconstruction
11:30-12:30 Oliver Clarke 

(Columbia)

Model building, refinement, and validation.

12:30-13:00 Lunch break
13:00-15:00 Dongyan Tan     

(SBU)
Single-particle data analysis workflow tutorial and 
demonstration

15:00-15:10 Coffee break
15:10-17:00 Guobin Hu (BNL) EPU single particle data collection tutorial and demonstration

Day 3 - Thursday 16 June 2022
Time (EDT) Speaker Topic
10:00-11:00 Jun Liu (Yale) Introduction to Cryo-electron tomography
11:00-12:00 Digvijay Singh 

(UCSD) cryo-FIB to prepare cryo-FIB samples
12:00-13:00 Lunch break
13:00-14:50 Jianfeng Lin (Yale) Cryo-ET sample preparation tutorial and demonstration
14:50-15:00 Coffee break
15:00-17:00 Jun Liu (Yale) Cryo-ET data collection and reconstruction tutorial and 

demonstration

Day 4 - Friday 17 June 2022
Time (EDT) Speaker Topic
10:00-11:00 Raphael Park (Yale) Tomographic data segmentation tutorial and demonstration. 
11:00-13:00 Muyan Chen (BCM) Subtomography averaging tutorial and demonstration in EMAN2 
13:00-14:00 Qun Liu (BNL)     

Yong Xiong (Yale) 

Discussion
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shown in Fig. 3.4. An example of an automat ica lly
acquired da ta set is given in Fig. 3.5.
In the cur ren t setup, one major factor affect ing the

per formance of recording t ilt ser ies of specimens a t
liqu id nit rogen tempera ture is the dr ift of the speci-
men holder occur r ing after each t ilt increment . The
dr ift can be in it ia lly as la rge as 10 nm/s, and it can
take 15 s or more before an acceptable dr ift ra te of
0.5 nm/s has been reached. The modules of both the
t racking of image shift s and autofocusing have been
modified recent ly to assure tha t these funct ions are
per formed accura tely, even in the case tha t the
specimen is dr ift ing. The t r a cking modu les in
SEARCH and TRACK re-a lign each new reference in
the computer memory to the cor responding reference
taken in the previous cycle, to compensa te for the
amount of image dr ift which has occur red between
the moment the image displacement is measured (by
taking an image and compar ing it to the previously
taken reference) and the moment tha t the new
reference image is recorded. The accuracy in compensa t -
ing the image shift is bet ter than 0.5% of the fu ll
image size. The accuracy in obta in ing a prea ligned
da ta set is less, usua lly due to sudden specimen
movements (‘‘jumps’’) tha t occur when the t ilt angle
is incremented; typica lly it lies in the range of 2% of
the fu ll image size. The FOCUS module has a lso
been modified to funct ion accura tely in the presence
of specimen dr ift . In addit ion to the two images
needed for the determina t ion of the amount of
defocus (from images recorded with oppositely t ilt ed

illumina t ion), a th ird image is taken under the same
condit ions as the first image. The first and th ird
images are used to measure the amount of specimen
dr ift . An account of the accuracy of autofocusing is
given in Table 3.1.

4. IMPROVEMENTS OF EM INSTRUMENTATION

Although the st rong sca t ter ing of elect rons by
a toms allows the invest iga t ion of single biologica l
macromolecules, it a lso limit s the th ickness of speci-
mens for st ructura l invest iga t ions a t a resolu t ion
sufficien t for visua lizing or a t least ident ifying, single
macromolecula r par t icles. In vit r ified ice, the ‘‘tota l’’
mean free pa th , Ltot (indica t ing the pa th length after
which an elect ron has been sca t tered once on aver-
age either elast ica lly or inelast ica lly), is about 100
nm at 100 kV accelera t ing voltage. Thus, for speci-
men th icknesses in the range of severa l 100 nm,
mult iple sca t ter ing is inevitable. For biologica l speci-
mens and vit r ified ice, which are a lmost exclusively
composed of ligh t a toms, inelast ic sca t ter ing is much
st ronger than elast ic sca t ter ing. Of the elast ica lly
sca t tered elect rons, the major ity is normally in ter-
cepted by the object ive aper ture, while those sca t -
tered once and passing the aper ture produce image
cont rast by in ter ference with the pr imary beam.
Inelast ic sca t ter ing has a st rong forward character is-
t ic (see, e.g., Reimer (1989)), such tha t the major ity
of the inelast ica lly sca t tered elect rons reaches the

FIG. 3.3. Automated da ta collect ion is car r ied out in four steps: SEARCH, TRACK, FOCUS, and EXPOSURE. To allow low-dose
imaging, we can select for SEARCH a magnifica t ion of33800 with low-in tensity illumina t ion and a very la rge defocus to enhance cont rast ,
and an exposure t ime of 0.5 s in combina t ion with a CCD image size of 5122 pixels (using 2 3 2 binning of pixels). With these set t ings, an
exposure in SEARCH with an average readout of 1000 counts cor responds to an elect ron dose of 0.4 e nm22. For TRACK and FOCUS, the
same magnifica t ion used in EXPOSURE (e.g., 27.5 k3) can be chosen , and the beam can be adjusted such tha t a small nonover lapping area
is illumina ted a t a distance of 2 µm from the EXPOSURE area . Using a shor t exposure t ime (0.1 s) and low beam intensity, together with a
set t ing of the CCD camera to 2562 pixels with 4 3 4 binning, an average readout of 500 counts is possible, which cor responds to a dose of 25
e nm22. F ina lly, for the EXPOSURE area an exposure t ime of 0.5 s and a set t ing of the CCD camera to 10242 pixels (1 3 1 binning) may be
used; an average readout of 500 counts then cor responds to a dose of 390 e nm22.

284 KOSTER ET AL.Cryo-ET data collection

Koster et al., JSB 1997 
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Many cryo-ET data acquisition packages

SerialEM

UCSF Tomo 
Leginon 

FEI tomography 
EM-Manu
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Automated electron microscope tomography using robust
prediction of specimen movements
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Abstract

A new method was developed to acquire images automatically at a series of specimen tilts, as required for tomographic recon-
struction. The method uses changes in specimen position at previous tilt angles to predict the position at the current tilt angle. Actual
measurement of the position or focus is skipped if the statistical error of the prediction is low enough. This method allows a tilt series
to be acquired rapidly when conditions are good but falls back toward the traditional approach of taking focusing and tracking
images when necessary. The method has been implemented in a program, SerialEM, that provides an e!cient environment for data
acquisition. This program includes control of an energy filter as well as a low-dose imaging mode, in which tracking and focusing
occur away from the area of interest. The program can automatically acquire a montage of overlapping frames, allowing tomog-
raphy of areas larger than the field of the CCD camera. It also includes tools for navigating between specimen positions and finding
regions of interest.
! 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Tomography; Automated data collection; Transmission electron microscopy; Cryo-microscopy

1. Introduction

Electron tomography has become increasingly impor-
tant as a technique for examining cellular structures and
macromolecules in three dimensions (Baumeister, 2002;
Leapman, 2004; McIntosh et al., 2005; Steven and Aebi,
2003). The method involves taking a series of electron
micrographs while tilting the specimen over a range of
angles, typically at 1–2" intervals up to ±60–70". These
projections of the specimen are aligned and a three-di-
mensional reconstruction is computed by methods such
as weighted backprojection (Frank, 1992). The recent
growth of tomography has been fostered by continual
improvements in the instrumentation, computers, and
software needed for these tasks. In particular, much

e"ort has been expended to automate the acquisition
of the series of tilted projections, a task that has been
facilitated by improved interfaces for microscope con-
trol. Acquisition requires a sequence of operations be-
cause of imperfections in the goniometers and
specimen holders now available: after tilting to a new
angle, the features of interest must be recentered in the
field of view, and any change in vertical (Z) height must
be compensated by refocusing, before the final image is
acquired. When done manually, these operations are
slow and tedious at best, and because the sample is ex-
posed to the beam during these steps, they are particu-
larly di!cult for beam-sensitive samples. To automate
this process, an initial tracking image is taken on a
CCD camera after tilting to a new angle; the image is
cross-correlated with a comparable image from the pre-
vious tilt, and electronic image shift is used to recenter
the specimen. Defocus is determined by taking two
images with the beam tilted in opposite directions; the

www.elsevier.com/locate/yjsbi

Journal of Structural Biology 152 (2005) 36–51
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1047-8477/$ - see front matter ! 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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SerialEM provides a flexible interface. 
The script capability provides a relatively easy 

way to add commands requested by users. 

SerialEM

2005
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SerialEM (David Mastronarde)

Defocus 
Magnification 

Stage tilt angle

Setup 
Preview

View 
Focus 
Trial 

Record
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SerialEM — Navigator
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SerialEM Demo
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Aligning tilt seires (IMOD)

https://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/doc/etomoTutorial.html
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Aligning tilt seires (AreTomo)
AreTomo -InMrc original_tilt.mrc -OutMrc aligned_tilt.mrc 
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Thanks

• Any questions?


